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Abstract—Most of the current Internet of Things (IoT) secu-
rity work focuses on either end-to-end or hop-by-hop security.
Keeping in view the current suggestions and standards, we take
a look at external threats that might still be possible even if
both types of security measures are taken. We particularly focus
on DoS attacks from outside the 6LowPan network directed at
constrained devices
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I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNETof things usually refer to resource-constrained
devices with connectivity to the Internet. For smooth inte-

gration of such devices to the existing Internet, a new set of
protocols (6LowPan, RPL and CoAP) based on IP and tailored
for low power devices has been proposed. An important reason
to use IP based protocols is to reuse the experience and
solutions that have been developed and used for a long time.

Attacks against a 6lowPan network can be classified as
active or passive. In a passive attack, a malicious node spies
by listening to communication of targeted parties. In the case
of active attack, the attacker actively participates by sending,
and possibly tampering with the target’s messages.

Attacks against a 6LowPan network can also be divided as
internal or external attacks. For an internal attack, we assume
that the attacker is a part of the 6LowPan network or can use
the same physical medium as used by 6LowPan devices.

“Hop by Hop” security inside a 6LoWPAN may help against
internal attacks. Despite using hop-by-hop security, it can be
difficult to prevent internal attacks in general and internal DoS
attacks in particular. A study of security for IoT nodes is
presented in [2].

Please note that the relevant security measures depend also
on the communication models (e.g., client-server, or pub-sub)
employed in a specific use case. We will not go into this topic
further in this paper.

External attacks are carried out by nodes that are not
part of the 6LowPan network and are physically detached
from 6LowPan physical medium. The attacking nodes are
present somewhere else in the Internet and access the 6LowPan
network via a gateway network element.

Passive external attack, where attacker outside the 6LoW-
PAN network listens to 6LoWPAN traffic to gather information
about communicating nodes (which can later be used to launch
an active attack as well), is combated with encryption of
communication between communicating parties. This requires
security association between the end nodes (end-to-end se-
curity). IPSEC (layer 3) or DTLS (layer 4) may be used to
provide this type of security.

But when a gateway-type architecture is in use, it is
possible also to try to find distributed solutions for security
where the gateway element is able to assist the sensor in
resource-consuming tasks, e.g. computation of cryptographic
operations. This typically means that there has to be a certain
amount of trust between the gateway element and the actual
end-point (e.g. sensor or actuator). However, the intention is
to avoid full or unconditional trust between the two.

An example could be running a security protocol against
external parties where the parts of the protocol that require
use of a secret signing key are carried out by the sensor
while all other computations are done by the gateway element.
Now the gateway element cannot run the protocol without the
sensor and therefore cannot masquerade as the sensor. But the
gateway element could in principle harm the sensor as, for
instance, it could abort the protocol whenever it wishes. There
is an interesting trade-off between the required trust level, on
the one hand, and overall efficiency, on the other hand.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Stripped down IPSEC [3]and IKEv2[1] are examples of
end-to-end security methods for constrained devices that have
recently been proposed. The former is a framework used
for encryption and integrity protection whereas the latter is
a key management protocol for exchanging keying material
needed by IPSEC. At the same time, effort is being made to
provide computationally lightweight but compatible and secure
cryptographic algorithms [2] for these constrained devices.
A combination of end-to-end and hop-by-hop mechanisms,
which uses lightweight cryptography, could be the way to
secure IoT communication.

Please note that the qualification “lightweight" does NOT
imply “weak", i.e. the idea is to avoid weak cryptographic
designs. The target is to find an adequate balance between
security, high performance (typically in hardware), and low
overall cost (which includes parameters such as throughput,
power consumption, area, price) and this is done for low-
resource environments.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the rest of this document, we discuss the problem of
external DoS attacks against a 6LowPan network. We take a
look at the existing solutions for such DoS attacks and examine
their usefulness for 6LowPan networks.

DoS attacks are carried with an objective to deny the
availability of a service. There are many ways to carry out
a DoS attack including, but not limited to, exhaustion of a
server’s resources.

In case of a 6LoWPAN network, where resource-constrained
devices serve other nodes, this attack is easy due to the
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victim’s limited resources. Unlike traditional servers, where
considerably large amount of traffic or state-creating requests
are required to carry a DoS attack, CoAP servers can easily be
overwhelmed with a single but more powerful machine. For
example, a large number of CoAP requests from a computer
with good connectivity to a targeted 6LowPan network can
choke CoAP servers, create congestion in the network and
deplete the batteries in the nodes.

Figure 1. Security Gateway in 6LowPAN

One can argue to employ current practices used in tra-
ditional networks to protect against external DoS attacks.
Firewalls, for example can filter traffic based on IP and
protocol number.

But these measures may be not sufficient, since even legiti-
mate CoAP requests (that must be allowed inside the 6LowPan
network to provide a service) in large numbers can easily
choke a service and the hosting network.

More complicated versions of access-limiting practices (e.g.
security gateways) can also be argued. However, such practices
themselves do not necessarily give full protection against
DoS threats. Moreover, they can be a limiting factor to the
availability of service(s) provided by 6LowPan network.

Despite these arguments, a traffic filtering agent seems to
be needed. We believe that the role of such an entity for CoAP
based services in particular and 6LowPan networks in general
should be more clearly defined. Some parameters that should
be considered for such an agent are given below:

Access-control method: Access to the 6LowPan network
can be decided on many factors including, but not limited to,
requests origin, type, and frequency, as well as identity and/or
the outcome of the remote party’s authentication. Some of
these parameters are stateless; others may require a state, as
well as an authentication framework to authenticate a client.

End-to-end security mechanisms (if they are used) may
further complicate role of an access-control agent that uses
parameters from transport or application layers.

Location of Access-control agent: Border router seems
to be the natural choice for such an agent as all the traffic
must go through the border router. Should such an agent be
integrated with the border router or placed separately? What
should happen in the case where there are multiple border
routers?

Role in Intrusion detection: Limiting the access may be
the first line of defense but in case if a malicious node from
outside gets access to the 6LowPan network, what should be

the role of such an agent to detect malicious nodes’ abnormal
behavior? Should intrusion detection be a part of access-
control agent or left to 6LowPan nodes or be collaborated
amongst nodes and access-control agent?

“Traffic aware” cache and proxy: What roles can proxies
and caches play to reduce DoS attacks? Frequent requests
for a single resource can always be replied with the values
from caches at border router avoiding unwanted traffic into
the network. “Traffic-aware” proxies and caches can be very
useful to combat excessive traffic into a 6LowPan network.

Distributed Denial of Service Attacks: Access-control
method(s) should also take into account the nature of DDoS at-
tacks that can be launched using BotNets. A standard solution
to external DoS/DDoS attacks will expedite the deployment
of 6LowPan networks. These threats are a big hurdle in true
end-to-end communication of Internet-connected constrained
devices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A border router could potentially enhance 6LoWPAN se-
curity by: (i) assisting the 6LoWPAN nodes in resource-
consuming tasks, e.g. computation of cryptographic oper-
ations; and (ii) protecting the 6LoWPAN against external
DoS/DDoS attacks.
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